
Bayesian design of a multihannel interferometerH. Dreier1, A. Dinklage1, R. Fisher2, M. Hirsh1, P. Kornejew1Max�Plank�Institut für Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Assoiation,1Teilinstitut Greifswald, D�17491 Greifswald / 2D�85748 GarhingThe design of plasma diagnostis is a typial task to be resolved along the preparation offusion experiments. The design proess has to meet with requirements like highest aurayof measurements, high resolution, robustness and extensibility, as well as with onstraints suhas aessibility or eonomi restritions. However, a general approah for diagnosti designis laking. In this work a probabilisti ansatz based on the onsistent framework of Bayesianprobability theory will be disussed. First results for the multihannel interferometer at theWendelstein 7-X stellarator, part of the �start-up� diagnosti set [1℄, are shown.Bayesian Experimental DesignThe approah presented here is based on deision theory and was proposed by Lindley [2℄.An appropriate utility funtion is hosen �rst re�eting purpose and osts of an experiment.For the quanti�ation of the utility of a set-up the Kullbak-Leibler distane UKL is used as ameasure for the information gain from the experiment. It ompares the knowledge - or better:ignorane - on a quantity f before a measurement with the knowledge after data D are taken:UKL(D,h) =
∫ P(f |D, h) · log(P(f |D, h)P(f)

)dfProbability density funtions P are used to enode unertainties. The onditional probabilityP(f |D) means the probability that f is true given the data D. The utility funtionUKL dependsboth on the data D and the design parameters h whih are the optimization parameters.An integration over the range of expeted data, where the evidene of the data is representedby the probability density funtion P(D|h), yields the expeted utility funtion EU ,EU(h) =
∫ P(D|h)UKL(D,h)dD,only a funtion of the design parameters h . It is a measure of the mean information gain fromthe data, averaged over the expeted data spae.The priniple of Bayesian diagnosti design is the maximization of the EU with respet tothe design parameters h .Using Bayes theorem P(f |D,h) =

P(D|f ,h) ·P(f)P(D|h)
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the EU is given byEU(h) =
∫ ∫ P(f)P(D|f , h) · log(P(D|f , h)P(D|h)

)df dD.This formulation uses the likelihood P(D|f , h) and a probability density funtion P(f)whihre�ets the range of interest and weighting for f .The likelihood an be regarded as a representation of a diagnostis model. It ontains theforward alulation, whih an be understand as a �virtual� diagnosti, and the error statistisof the data to be measured. The expeted utility is now a funtion of the design parameters honly and is subjet of optimization studies [3℄.Multihannel interferometer at W7-XAn interferometer measures the line integrated eletron density of a plasma by deteting thephase shift of a probing laser beam. It has been shown that the error statistis of the measurementhas ruial impat on the expeted utility [4℄. For the examples presented here, a onstant error(noisy bakground) is hosen whih is in the order of a few perent of typial interferometerdata, depending on the atual data value.

Figure 1: Optimized hords for interferometer at W7-X (toroidal angle 195◦, upper row) and expeted utility(lower row) for estimation of maximum density (a), gradient position (b), steepness () and bulge (d). The dataspae is generated by a variation of (a) f1 = 0 . . .5× 1020m−3, (b) f2 = 0.6 . . .0.95, () f3 = 1 . . .30 and (d)f4 = −1 . . .0. The insets in the upper row show the orresponding density pro�le variation where the maximumordinate is ne = 1×1020m−3 and the absissas are effetive radii (re f f /a).For the reation of �virtual� data, the parametrized density funtion
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n(r) = f1 · 1+f4 · (r/rmax)21+
(

(r/rmax)2f22 )f3is used. The parameters f1 . . .f4 represent the maximum density, position of the edge gradient,steepness and bulge of the density distribution.Figure 1 shows the design results for four single beams, optimized to estimate the parametersof interest f1 - f4 independent of the others, respetively. The result is displayed in �gures oftwo angles h1 and h2 (lower row) whih represent the starting and end point of a hord on airumventing irle around the plasma (upper row).The results indiate the different impat of shaping. The optimal beamline represents themaximum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) hord for the respetive parameter. For the estimation ofmaximum density (Fig. 1(a)) a beam traversing the plasma enter yields best SNR. Sine theeffets of the other parameters are most distint at the plasma edge, the resulting reonstrutionhas maximum information gain for sightlines traversing the edge region.
Figure 2: Optimization of two independent beamlines (a) and om-bined design (b). Optimization target: estimation of the position of thelargest density gradient and the steepness of the density distribution.

The result also shows a simi-lar beamline for the estimation ofsteepness and bulge of the densitydistribution (1 () and (d)). This isdifferent if more than one beam-line is optimized in one step. Fig-ure 2 shows the result of the om-bined optimization of two beam-lines. Optimization target was theestimation of the position of thelargest gradient and steepness ofthe density distribution. Both parameters are not independent of eah other, the steepness of thedensity deay is best measured in the region of the largest gradient. The ombined optimizationled to a slightly different result ompared with the single beam optimization.To analyze orrelations between the parameters of �t funtions, parametrized density fun-tions will be replaed by distributions from preditive transport alulations [5℄. This also offersthe possibility to design with respet to derived quantities like the radial eletri �eld as a designriterion.Additional design riterions are provided by tehnial boundary onditions like restritedaess to the plasma vessel. Fig. 3 indiates aessible hords in �gures of the parametrization
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hosen.The effet of the tehnial restritions an be quanti�ed and ompared to ideal aess. Atranslation of the expeted utility to measurement unertainties is straightforward but dependson the forward funtion of the virtual instrument.Conlusion and outlook
Figure 3: Restrited aess(lightened areas) to the plasmadue to port system in EU plot forthe gradient position ase.

Bayesian diagnostis design is applied on plasma diagnostis.The design allows for a quanti�ation of design onsiderations andestimates for their robustness. The reonstrution of density pro-�les by means of a multihannel infrared interferometer at Wen-delstein 7-X shows how measuring apabilities an be detetedand ompliated entanglements of measurement and geometry re-vealed. The impat of tehnial boundary onditions an be quan-ti�ed as well as the information gain by the inlusion of additionalhords.The ombined optimization of many beamlines will be extendedto four and eight hords. To avoid restritions given by the lass ofparametrized funtions, preditive alulations for transport modeling will be used to estimateexpeted density distributions.Referenes[1℄ H.J. Hartfuss, R. Brakel, M. Endler, P. Grigull, J.V. Hofmann, J. Junker, M. Kik, G.Kühner, H. Niedermeyer, H. Ringler, A. Teubel, F. Wagner, and A. Weller, DiagnostiStrategy of the W7-X Stellarator, Rev. Si. Instrum. 68, 1244 (1997)[2℄ Lindley, D. V., 1972. Bayesian Statistis - A Review, SIAM (Philadelphia).[3℄ R. Fisher, Bayesian Experimental Design � Studies for Fusion Diagnostis, in BayesianInferene and Maximum Entropy Methods in Siene and Engineering, AIP ConferenePro. 735 (2004), pp. 76-83[4℄ H. Dreier, A. Dinklage, R. Fisher, M. Hirsh, P. Kornejew, E. Pash, Bayesian Design ofDiagnostis: Case Studies for Wendelstein 7-X, Fusion Si. Tehnol. (Aug. 2006) at press.[5℄ Yu. Turkin, H. Maaßberg, C.D. Beidler, J. Geiger, N.B. Marushhenko, Current Controlby ECCD for W7-X, Fusion Si. Tehnol. (Otober 2006) aepted
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